
Notes on Core Group Meeting of EnCaf on May 13th 2020 at 
7.30pm 

1) We discussed the first digital meeting of Encaf held in April and it was 
generally thought a success and that people felt involved.


2) We noted that our next meeting is on May 27th and we suggested the 
agenda should be something like this


      

	 A) Introduction & Update of Encaf Activities plus questions and       	 	     
	 discussion from members (30 minutes)

	 B) Briefing for Breakup Groups (5 to 10 minutes)

	 C) Breakup into 3 Groups (about 25 minutes)

	 d) Plenary Feedback From Groups


3) It was agreed that in the briefing for the Groups that Vicki will emphasise 
that it is important to develop action plans or points during the discussion.


4) We also felt we needed to give guidance to each of the three breakup 
groups ( lifestyle, waste management and retrofit) by posting two questions 
for each group to help them focus their discussion - one on what they should 
be discussing and one on action planning. We asked Vicki to supply these 
for Waste Management, Nia and Lindsay to do so on life styles and Camilla 
to do so on retrofitting.


5) We also said that the action points developed should be ones we as a 
Core group could take up with the Council or appropriate body.


6) We also said we would ask members what groups they would like to go in 
so that we can pre assign them before the meeting.


7) We have two of the three breakout groups for June but said we would put 
up a Zoom Poll with ideas for future breakup groups at meetings so people 
could vote on them. We would like ideas from the core group about topics 
for breakout groups.


8) It was important to get these topic ideas and the questions in (4) above at 
least two days before the meeting so captions and polls can be designed.


9) We noted that one of the strengths of Encaf is that it brings people to-
gether to develop new ideas that then become action points and a good ex-
ample of that is Friends of Broomfield who had the inspiration for developing 
a cross Park climate change strategy from our first EnCaf meeting




10) It was reported that several people were going to meet online to discuss 
a letter we would send to the Council (and perhaps others) regarding the 
cost, location and lack of accountability regarding the Edmonton Incinerator.


11)  Vicki and Lindsay gave an update on the issue of Waste management 
that they had been taking up in the last few weeks.


12) We reported that we had now done three webinars relating to Encaf and 
climate change - one on community mobilisation, one on Enfield Parks and 
climate change strategy and one on passivhaus housing. We have one now 
arranged in Green Business and hopefully another on Energetic. Vicki said 
she would pass on some ideas and contacts that she had.


It was noted that the next newsletter would go out in the middle of June as 
members will be contacted one of two times about the May 27th meeting 
this month.


13) Lindsay reported on a meeting with Sarah Carey on climate change and 
also some relevant content around climate change at the Hayes Festival.


14 We agreed that the next meeting of the core group would be two weeks 
after the full Encaf meeting and on Wednesday June 10th


